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In this day and age, for an artist 

to conceive of a painting with a certain 

viewing angle in mind, and even bluntly 

pinpoint on the floor the perfect position 

to appreciate her work, is either a sign of 

clumsiness or satire. Jian Ce’s design of 

“La Grande Illusion” certainly belongs 

to the second scenario.

The works in Jian Ce’s “Guided Tour” 

series are copies she made of famous works; 

applying the principle of monocular vision, 

she decided on a specific viewing point 

for each painting. For Guided Tour/Dürer 

Jian re-drew an engraving  from Dürer’s 

Four Books on Measurement 

from relying on the “guiding 

grid” that serves an assistive 

function in perspective 

representation. By so doing, 

she distorted the original 

image. However, viewers 

will find it problematic to 

enjoy a painting by simply 

following mathematical 

principles: even standing 

on the specified spot, it is 

only by using a camera—an 
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apparatus for monocular vision—that one 

is able to comprehend the artist’s original 

intention.

Jian Ce seems to have constructed a 

satirical situation whose layers are mu-

tually contradictory. Indeed, she relied 

on pictures found online for her replicas 

inherently degrading her accuracy. Perhaps 

her guiding grid could be compared to the 

pixels of today, as the “imprecision” at 

the heart of accurate forms. By parodying 

a kind of formal “accuracy” Jian hints 

its impossibility. Simultaneously, in the 

installation King of My Castle, we find a 

gigantic camera obscura. As the ancestor 

of slide projectors and the cinematograph, 

this object was mostly used at the time of 

its invention to create illusions, and not 

for surveying or investigative purposes. 

This juxtaposition provides much food 

for thought.

In another room, Jian Ce displays a 

number of “portraits” of bizarre characters 

composed by function of guiding grids—

insinuating that visual forms are not purely 

formal problems. The “grid-controlled” 

human body symbolizes the stipulations that 

power imposes upon vision itself—which, 

nowadays, originate from the violent inter-

position of digital technology, but most of 

all “the gaze of the Other.” At a time when 

technology enables people to see more 

accurately, and to more speedily see the 

unfamiliar “Other,” can we look back on 

our own errors, and thereby cope with a 

sort of “visual violence”? In the same way 

that Renaissance pioneers made use of new 

visual techniques to challenge religious 

ideology, how should painting tackle the 

issues raised in this age of unrest? This is 

a universal and as yet unresolved problem. 

Wang Wenfei (Translated by Dorian Cavé)
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《我的城堡之王》，2016年，彩绳、钉子、丙烯、喷漆、胶带、蜡笔、马克笔、紫光灯，
总体尺寸可变

King of My Castle, 2016, cord, nails, acrylic, spray paint, tape, oil crayon, black light, 
dimensions variable 




